
Worcester based C Healey Designs welcomed a returning 
customer to its premises recently who came in search of another 
wrap. A their first meeting, the team at C Healey Designs was 
handed a high-performance Golf-R and instructed to change 
its base colour to Nardo Grey. They happily obliged, got out the 
Metamark MM-CC Colour-Change Wrapping film and sent the 
customer away very happy.

On this occasion, the customer showed up in something that 
wouldn’t stand any chance of showing up the hot Golf in 
getting off the line, but might just give it a run in the practical 
and comfort stakes. This time, the customer rocked up in an 
impressive looking motorhome. Sat on six, far from standard 
tyres and wheels, the home-from-home already looked the 
part. One thing stood in the way though. Presented, as it was, in 
‘motorhome white,’ it had all the presence of a chest freezer and 
that, said the customer, had to change.

Before C Healey Designs’ team got to propose anything by 
way of an improvement, the customer said he wanted to give 
the motorhome the same treatment the Golf received - in 
other words, a Nardo Grey colour change wrap. Despite the 
proportions of the white beast, and some really challenging 
surfaces to negotiate, the team at C Healey Designs readily 
agreed the job presented ‘no problem at all,’ and it was slated to 
begin.

The team could have given Metamark MM-CC another outing 
but decided to give its recently introduced range stablemate in 
Nardo Grey a run at it. Metamark MM-CCG embodies all the 
goodness that sits beneath MM-CC’s considerable reputation 
as a colour change film, and adds to it a special, structured 
adhesive that resists thinning at points of elongation and 
enables great tolerance to handling and effortless repositioning.

AS LONG AS IT’S WHITE
Worcester based C Healey Designs welcomes a returning customer who has a bit of 
an issue with the fact motorhomes are basically available in any colour, as long as its 
white...
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One area of the vehicle represented something of a wrapper’s Everest 
and the team reasoned it’d take two pairs of hands to beat it. In the 
event, one skilled pair of hands working with the MM-CCG got the 
job done and the whole thing looks absolutely sensational. 

The vehicle now has presence by the bucket load. With its custom 
wheels and Nardo Grey flanks it doesn’t just turn heads, its raises 
eyebrows and evokes ‘wows’ from those who see it. 

This changes things. Motorhomes really are available in practically any 
colour you choose - as long as you take a trip to C Healey Designs in 
Worcester, and ask for it. 

Amazing job, team.
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Metamark MM-CCG embodies all 
the goodness that sits beneath 
MM-CC’s considerable reputation 
as a colour change film.

Metamark MetaGlide Colour Change - Cylinder Cast Wrapping Film
https://www.metamark.co.uk/metamark-metaglide-colour-change

The MM-CCG series featuring our MetaGlide adhesive helps transform and customise a range 
of vehicles, including fleet and commercial. The 100 micron film offers high opacity and 
resistance to elongation colour fade during the wrapping process.


